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ParEvo user interface
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• Facilitators guidance
• Seed text
• Contributions
• Storyline
• Tree structure
• Comments
• Evaluation judgements
• Key word search

Roles:
Facilitators, Participants,...
Commentators, Observers, … 
Admin support.



ParEvo exercises to date

• 13 exercises
• 6- 15 participants per exercise 

• students,  volunteers, crowdsourced workers,  staff, international experts

• Time scope: 2 to 10 years

• Topics
• Alternative futures 

• US politics, UK politics, Climate change, Covid, biotechnology research

• Alternative histories
• UNV volunteer, agricultural projects, gender policies



Theories of Change

1. Individual storylines: Participants describe actors, their activities 

and outcomes

2. Individual exercises: Facilitator helps participants to construct a 

diversity of futures, and then to evaluate them 

3. ParEvo platform: Administrator accumulates data on multiple 

exercises, & learns how to optimise exercises
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Participants’ evaluations of storylines

• During storyline development 

• When a participant chooses which storyline to extend

• When a participant comments on a specific contribution

• During Evaluation stage

• Within-app widget

• Online Survey 

• Other follow-up activities
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1. Analysis of storyline diversity

Asking questions

1. What storylines are contested and why 
e.g.80

2. What types of storylines are missing

3. How to respond to different 
combinations of likelihood and 
desirability…
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Mapping storylines on multiple criteria

• Likelihood x desirability
• Equity x Sustainability
• ?



Storyline types & possible responses



2. Analysis of storyline outcomes 

Example: A top-down content analysis, based on perceived significant 
differences between storylines



3. Analysis of Participation

• Relationship measures
• X axis = Indegree 

• Y axis = Outdegree 

• Questions
• Is there an ideal mix?

• How do you maximise 
collaboration behaviour?
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In summary: ParEvo…

1. Facilitates creative (combinatorial) thinking about a diversity of possible futures, 

and... 

• People do enjoy taking part

• The process generates a large amount of analysable data

2. ParEvo is especially useful for thinking about what can happen in complex settings 

where there are multiple actors, multiple objectives and interactions between 

these.

• Gives more attention to changes over time than diagrammatic representations of ToC

• But we need both!NY Times April 2022: The idea that Pluto has ice volcanoes on its surface fed by a deep warm ocean is a reminder that “We needed to have a 
better imagination.”


